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The beauty and personal care sector is poised for strong and steady growth, supported by a base of 
devoted consumers who intend to spend more going forward. The key reason: lasting behavior changes 
adopted over the course of the pandemic.

• Self-identified beauty-conscious consumers are spending more in 2021 than in 2020, and plan to spend even more in 2022.

• The leading reason: new health and wellness routines representing long-term behavior changes versus short-term shifts in 
circumstances.

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) concerns drive brand and product choice, but product 
efficacy matters more.

• Clean and ethical products are a priority—but only when they work as well as expected. Consumers are not willing to sacrifice 
performance for ESG concerns.

Financial and strategic buyers have a wide variety of potential avenues to drive value creation in beauty 
and personal care.

• Brand ownership is relatively unimportant to consumers, suggesting an equal playing field for independent and legacy brands. 

• Companies with products easily discovered online and tried in-person stand to grow the most, as do companies targeting 18-34-year-
olds and wealthier consumers.

• Defensible market positions are likeliest to be found in beauty and wellness supplements, daily skin care, and daily hair care.

• Opportunities to win share are most pronounced in home fragrance, nail products, and skin care treatments like masks and peels.

To better understand this opportunity, Harris Williams surveyed 1,001 U.S. consumers who self-identified as beauty enthusiasts.

Beauty and Personal Care Devotees Driving Growth for Investors
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Beauty and Personal Care: Consumer Spending and Priorities



Key Findings
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CONSUMER SPENDING ON BEAUTY AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS IS STRONG AND GROWING, 
DRIVEN BY LASTING BEHAVIOR CHANGES ADOPTED OVER THE COURSE OF THE PANDEMIC.

49% of consumers are spending more on beauty and personal care in 2021 than in 2020, and 58% plan to 
spend more in 2022 than in 2021.

The leading reason for more spending is adoption of new health and wellness routines during the pandemic, 
representing long-term behavior changes versus short-term shifts in circumstances.

Five sub-categories poised for high growth include beauty and wellness supplements, hair treatments such as 
serums and hair masks, skin care, personal fragrance, and cosmetics (complexion products). 

Brands targeting higher income levels and younger age cohorts should have the best growth prospects.



Consumers Spending More on Beauty and Personal Care
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Significantly 
higher, 17%

Somewhat 
higher, 32%

No change, 
39%

Somewhat 
lower, 11%

Significantly 
lower, 2%

Change in Spending, 2021 vs. 2020

Significantly 
higher, 19%

Somewhat 
higher, 39%

No change, 39%

Somewhat 
lower, 3%

Significantly 
lower

Key Insight: 

Growth expected to remain strong, with nearly 60% of beauty-focused consumers planning to spend more on products next year.

.

49% of consumers are spending more on beauty and 
personal care in 2021 than in 2020, while spending will be 
steady for 39%.

This is not a temporary bump: 58% of consumers plan to 
spend somewhat more or significantly more on beauty and 

personal care products over the next year. 

Expected Spending, 2022 vs. 2021

Expected spending in beauty and personal care will see a meaningful uptick in 2022.



Wellness and self-care routines developed during the pandemic are driving a sustained increase in spending.

New 
wellness/self-
care routines, 

46%

Return of social 
life, 24%

Return to 
working in office, 

16%

Tired of not 
looking my best, 

13%
Other, 1%

Reason for Spending More on Beauty & Personal Care

Higher Spending Expected to Last
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Key Insight: 

Beauty-focused consumers developed new routines during the pandemic to support wellness and self-care. This heightened 
focus on health is a more important and sustainable demand driver than return-to-work or social life.



Post-Pandemic Consumers Prioritizing Health and Wellness 
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42%

46%

48%

49%

49%

59%

60%

64%

67%

45%

36%

34%

39%

37%

31%

31%

25%

23%

14%

18%

18%

13%

14%

10%

10%

10%

10%

Buying products/brands aligned with my stance on social issues

Buying online

Treating myself to little luxuries

Buying products personalized for me

Aiming for a natural, minimal makeup look

Buying products with proven, functional ingredients

Buying products with simple, "clean" ingredients

Spending more time on wellness and self-care

Prioritizing the health of my skin

Beauty and Personal Care Intentions for Post-Pandemic Life

I will do more of this No change I will do less of this

Key Insight:

Companies aligned with health, wellness and “clean” products—made with proven ingredients—have higher-than-average 
growth potential. 



Products: Beauty and Wellness Supplements Top Shopping Lists
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47%

52%

52%

52%

56%

56%

58%

58%

61%

64%

42%

40%

46%

43%

36%

37%

38%

40%

34%

32%

11%

8%

2%

5%

8%

7%

4%

2%

5%

4%

Nail products (polish)

Cosmetics (eyes/face/makeup)

Daily hair care (shampoo, conditioner, styling)

Home fragrance

Cosmetics (foundation/complexion)

Personal fragrance

Skin care treatments (masks, peels)

Daily skin care (moisturizers, serums)

Hair treatments (serums, hair masks)

Beauty and wellness supplements

Expected Spending Over the Next Year

Spend more No change Spend less

Key Insight:

Specific product subsegments poised for high growth include beauty and wellness supplements, hair treatments such as serums 
and hair masks, skin care products, personal fragrance, and cosmetics (foundation and complexion products). 



…but not with celebrities.

3%

25%

30%

36%

44%

51%

56%

Other

New brands founded by celebrities

New brands founded by social media beauty influencers

Brands from other parts of the world

New brands launched by major companies

New independent brands

Major, established brands

Types of Products Consumers Plan to Buy More Often

Plan to buy more (all that apply)

Future Buying Intentions: Major Brands Share Stage with Independents…
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Key Insight:

Equal opportunities exist for start-up brands and established players. Alignment with celebrities and social media influencers 
has little relative value to consumers.



Younger and higher-income consumers are significantly more likely than others to be spending more this year and to 
have a budget above of $100/month for beauty and personal care.

45%

48%

73%

65%

55%

56%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Spending more than $100/month

Spending more in 2021 than in 2020

18-34 $200k+ All Consumers

Spending Highest Among Younger and Wealthier Consumers
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Key Insight:

Brands targeting higher income levels and younger age cohorts should have the best growth prospects.



Future Buying Intentions: Younger and Wealthier Consumers
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Key Insight:

High-income consumers favor products offered by well-known companies, while younger consumers are more interested in new, 
independent brands, and brands from other parts of the world.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

New brands founded by celebrities

New brands founded by social media beauty influencers

Brands from other parts of the world

New brands launched by major companies

New independent brands

Major, established brands

Total $200k+ 18-34



Beauty and Personal Care: Brand and Product Differentiators



74% of consumers say a brand’s focus on clean, safe and ethical ingredients is extremely or very important. 

Sustainable and environmentally friendly packaging was described as extremely or very important by 60% 
of consumers, followed by the brand’s stance on social issues (50%), and the history, authenticity, and 
“story” of the brand (47%).

Clean and ethical products are a priority—but only when they work as well as expected. Consumers are not 
willing to sacrifice performance for ESG concerns.

Key Findings
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND GOVERNANCE (ESG) CONCERNS DRIVE BRAND AND PRODUCT CHOICE, 
BUT AT A SLIGHTLY LOWER IMPORTANCE LEVEL THAN PRODUCT EFFICACY.



Most Important Brand Attributes: Clean and Ethical Matter
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38%

41%

43%

46%

47%

50%

60%

74%

14%

22%

24%

24%

22%

21%

22%

17%

48%

37%

33%

30%

31%

29%

18%

9%

Spokespeople/celebrity endorsers/influencers

Ownership: I prefer minority-owned brands

Ownership: I prefer founder-owned brands

Ownership: I prefer established brands from large companies

History, authenticity and founder story

Stance on social issues

Focus on sustainable packaging

Focus on clean/safe/ethical ingredients

Most Important Brand Attributes 

Extremely/very important Somewhat important Slightly/not important

Key Insight:

ESG matters at the brand level. 74% of consumers say a focus on clean, safe, and ethical ingredients is extremely or very 
important. Sustainable and environmentally friendly packaging was described as extremely or very important by 60% of 
consumers; followed by the brand’s stance on social issues (50%); and the history, authenticity and “story” of the brand (47%).

At the same time, actual brand ownership was relatively unimportant to consumers, leaving room for buyers to tap into the 
sector’s growth via M&A.



Most Important Product Attributes: Works Well, Made Well
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55%

64%

67%

70%

74%

86%

93%

28%

23%

27%

23%

17%

10%

5%

17%

13%

6%

7%

9%

4%

2%

Brand name

Inclusion of specific ingredients important to me

Price

Familiarity with a specific product

Clean, ethical ingredients

Efficacy of product ingredients

Functional benefits

Extremely/Very Important Somewhat important Slightly/ Not important

Key Insight:

Clean and ethical products are a priority—but only when they work as well as expected. Consumers are not willing to sacrifice 
performance for ESG concerns.



Beauty and Personal Care: Channel Strategy



Brand ownership was relatively unimportant to consumers, leaving room for financial and strategic buyers 
to tap into the sector’s growth via M&A, whether through acquiring independent brands or legacy brands via 
carve-outs.

Buyers should prioritize companies with products easily discovered online and supported by a seamless 
transition from an online to an in-person experience, from trial to conversion.

Consumers are the most loyal in beauty and wellness supplements (66% always or usually buy the same 
product or brands), daily skin care (66%), and daily hair care (63%), elevating the value of leading brands in 
their respective spaces.

Conversely, opportunities to win share are most pronounced in home fragrance (55% of consumers try new 
products regularly), nail products (54%), and skin care treatments like masks and peels (48%).

Key Findings
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FINANCIAL AND STRATEGIC BUYERS HAVE A WIDE VARIETY OF POTENTIAL AVENUES
TO DRIVE VALUE CREATION IN BEAUTY AND PERSONAL CARE.



Personal research is the top way for consumers to learn about new beauty and personal care products, followed by 
online or in-store browsing. 

New Product Discovery: Seamless Shift from Online to In-Store
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Key Insight:

Companies with superior growth prospects make their products easily discovered online and create a seamless transition from 
the online to the in-person experience, all the way from trial to conversion.

30%

36%

39%

39%

41%

44%

45%

47%

65%

67%

19%

40%

30%

24%

24%

37%

33%

42%

32%

27%

51%

24%

31%

37%

35%

19%

22%

11%

3%

6%

TikTok

Traditional advertising (print, TV)

Recommendation from a person on social media

Instagram

YouTube

Online advertising

Recommendation from a doctor, aesthetician, hair stylist, etc.

Recommendation from a friend or family member

Browsing in-store or online

Personal research

Preferred Way to Discover New Beauty & Personal Care Products

Every time/Almost every time Occasionally Never/Almost never



New Product Discovery: Younger and Wealthier Consumers
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Key Insight:

Companies trying to reach higher-income consumers should make recommendations from doctors, stylists, and other 
professionals part of their strategy. Social media also appears to be a more important product discovery channel to both higher-
income and younger consumers.

30%

37%

39%

38%

41%

44%

45%

47%

65%

67%

45%

53%

53%

55%

55%

55%

65%

60%

75%

70%

39%

39%

49%

49%

49%

51%

50%

53%

69%

69%

TikTok

Traditional advertising (print, TV)

Recommendation from a person on social media

Instagram

YouTube

Online advertising

Recommendation from a doctor, aesthetician, hair stylist, etc.

Recommendation from a friend or family member

Browsing in-store or online

Personal research

Preferred Way to Discover New Beauty & Personal Care Products

18-34 $200k+ All Consumers



Consumers plan to spend more on beauty and personal care in almost all channels.

Expected Spending by Channel
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42%

48%

54%

55%

57%

59%

63%

66%

70%

73%

Drugstore

In-Store/Online Mass Retailer

Beauty Retailer

Brand Website

Salon

Amazon

Beauty Retailer (online)

Social Media

TV Shopping

Medspa or Spa

Which channels do you plan to use more?

Key Insight:

Medspas and spas are a promising new distribution channel, as is social media and nearly all other digital channels.



44%

46%

52%

55%

55%

60%

63%

64%

66%

66%

35%

30%

33%

29%

32%

29%

28%

28%

26%

25%

20%

24%

15%

16%

13%

12%

8%

8%

8%

9%

Home Fragrance (scented candles, diffusers)

Nail products (polish)

Skin Care Treatments (masks, peels)

Personal Fragrance (perfume, cologne)

Cosmetics (eye/face/makeup)

Hair Treatments (serums, hair masks)

Daily Hair Care (shampoo, conditioner, styling)

Cosmetics (foundation/complexion products)

Daily Skin Care (moisturizers, serums)

Beauty and Wellness Supplements (vitamins, powders)

I always/usually purchase the same brand/product
I alternate between purchasing the same brand/product and new brands/products
I always/usually like to try new brands/products each time I buy

Brand Loyalty: Generally strong, although trialing does happen
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Key Insight:

Consumers are the most loyal in beauty and wellness supplements (66% always or usually buy the same product or brands), daily 
skin care (66%), and daily hair care (63%), elevating the value of leading brands in their respective spaces.

Conversely, opportunities to win share are most pronounced in home fragrance (55% of consumers try new products regularly), 
nail products (54%), and skin care treatments like masks and peels (48%).

Share Gain Opportunities

Loyalty Zone



40%

43%

52%

48%

49%

51%

50%

51%

29%

32%

25%

29%

28%

27%

29%

34%

17%

18%

13%

13%

16%

17%

15%

11%

12%

5%

7%

7%

5%

4%

5%

3%

2%

2%

3%

3%

2%

1%

1%

2%

Blowout

Manicure/Pedicure

Hair color

Eyelash styling

Eyebrow waxing/styling

Facial treatments

Hair treatment (keratin treatment)

Hair extensions

How often do you expect to use these services over the next year?

I will always go to a professional for this I will often go to a professional for this
I will sometimes go to a professional for this I will rarely go to a professional for this
I will never go to a professional for this

Service Providers Essential to Vast Majority of Consumers
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Key Insight

Companies involved with out-of-home beauty and personal care services have strong prospects. The vast majority of consumers 
say they will always or often go to a professional for hair extensions (85%), hair treatments (79%), facial treatments (78%), hair 
color (77%), eyelash styling (77%), eyebrow waxing/styling (77%), manicures and pedicures (75%), and blowouts (69%).



Our M&A Professionals
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Ed Arkus
Managing Director 

Head of European Consumer
earkus@harriswilliams.com
Office: +44 20 7518 8905

G E T  I N  T O U C H

Kelly McPhilliamy
Managing Director 

Health & Beauty Lead
kmcphilliamy@harriswilliams.com

Office: (804) 915-0114

William McBride
Director

wmcbride@harriswilliams.com
Office: (804) 915-0115

A P A C  C O V E R A G E

Daniel Wang
Managing Director 
Head of Asia Pacific

dwang@harriswilliams.com
Office: (415) 217-3416

E U R O P E A N  H E A L T H  &  B E A U T Y  C O V E R A G E

Andreas Poth
Director 

European CPG Lead
apoth@harriswilliams.com

Office: +49 69 3650638 20

mailto:blucas@harriswilliams.com
mailto:bspiller@harriswilliams.com
mailto:wmcbride@harriswilliams.com
mailto:dwang@harriswilliams.com
mailto:apoth@harriswilliams.com


Our Health & Beauty professionals have substantial experience representing the best-of-the-best branded consumer companies.

Our Experience 
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have invested in



Our Firm
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Harris Williams has a broad range of industry expertise, which creates powerful opportunities. Our clients benefit from our deep-
sector experience, integrated industry intelligence and collaboration across the firm, and our commitment to learning what makes
them unique. For more information, visit our website at www.harriswilliams.com/industries. 

I N D U S T R Y  G R O U P  E X P E R T I S E

Healthcare 
& Life Sciences IndustrialsBuilding Products 

& Materials Consumer Technology

Energy, Power 
& Infrastructure

Aerospace, Defense & 
Government Services

Business 
Services

Specialty 
Distribution

Transportation 
& Logistics

C O N S I S T E N T  R E C O G N I T I O N  F O R  Q U A L I T Y

H A R R I S  W I L L I A M S  O F F I C E  L O C A T I O N S

UNITED STATES EUROPE

B O S T O N

C L E V E L A N D

M I N N E A P O L I S

R I C H M O N D ( H E A D Q U A R T E R S )

S A N  F R A N C I S C O

W A S H I N G T O N ,  D . C .  

F R A N K F U R T

L O N D O N

https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/healthcare-and-life-sciences
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/industrials
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/building-products-and-materials
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/consumer
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/technology
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/energy-and-power
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/aerospace-defense-and-government-services
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/business-services
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/specialty-distribution
https://www.harriswilliams.com/industries/transportation-and-logistics


Disclosures and Disclaimers 
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Investment banking services are provided by Harris Williams LLC (“Harris Williams”). Harris Williams is a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA and SIPC. Harris Williams & Co. 
Ltd is a private limited company incorporated under English law with its registered office at 8th Floor, 20 Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AB, UK, registered with the Registrar of 
Companies for England and Wales, registration number 07078852. Harris Williams & Co. Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Harris Williams & Co. 
Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH is registered in the commercial register of the local court of Frankfurt am Main, Germany, under HRB 107540. The registered address is 
Bockenheimer Landstrasse 33-35, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany (email address: hwgermany@harriswilliams.com). Geschäftsführers/Directors: Jeffery H. Perkins, Paul Poggi, VAT 
No. DE321666994. Harris Williams is a trade name under which Harris Williams LLC, Harris Williams & Co. Ltd and Harris Williams & Co. Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH conduct 
business.

The information and views contained in this content have been prepared in part by Harris Williams. This content does not purport to be comprehensive or to contain all the information 
that a recipient may need in order to evaluate any investment or potential transaction. This content is not a research report, as such term is defined by applicable law and regulations, 
and is provided for informational purposes only. Any and all information, including estimates, projections and other forward-looking statements, presented in this document may 
involve various assumptions and significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis that may or may not be correct. Harris Williams has not independently verified, and neither 
Harris Williams nor any other person will independently verify, any of the information, estimates, projections or forward-looking statements contained herein or the assumptions on 
which they are based. The information contained in this document is made as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise. Harris Williams does not expect to update or otherwise revise 
this document nor provide any additional information, nor correct any inaccuracies herein which may become apparent. 

This content is intended for institutional use only and should not be relied upon by retail investors or members of the general public. The information contained herein is believed by 
Harris Williams to be reliable but Harris Williams makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information, and information contained herein that is 
based on material prepared by others may involve significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis which may or may not be correct. Opinions, estimates and projections 
contained herein constitute Harris Williams’ judgment and are subject to change without notice.

This content is not to be construed as investment advice an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular 
transaction, nor shall this content form the basis of any contract. It does not constitute and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entities’ products or 
services.

No part of this material may be copied or duplicated in any form or by any means, or redistributed, without Harris Williams’ prior written consent.
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